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Dear Year 8 Students

This pack of information has been put together to ensure that you are ‘Year 9
Ready’ in September. It will help get you prepared for returning to school in
September as it has flipped learning tasks for everyone .

In this booklet we will take each subject in turn and there will be
three ‘flipped learning’ tasks per subject you will be studying next year.
Completing these will help you prepare for the first term in your new year
group.

What is flipped learning? Rather than using lesson time to explain subject
topics, students become familiar with subject material on their own, ahead
of contact time with their teacher. Teachers then use lesson time at the start
of the new term to help students apply concepts and address difficulties.

We really would like you to do these tasks over the summer holidays, but it is
your choice. R2s will be given for each flipped learning task you do per
subject! You can end the first week of the new term in September with lots
of reward points☺ .

The booklet is broken down by subject and the tasks are numbered – F1, F2,
F3. ‘F’ for flipped learning.

This booklet tells you how to present your work, using Horizons (iPad) or
maybe written work. Anything that you do must also be stored safely at
home / on your iPad ready for your return to school so you can hand it in
and gain your reward points. Bring it all in on the first day back.
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English

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Log in to eplatform and download 
Othello. Read or listen to the play.

We will be notified when you 
download the text.

F2 Log in to eplatform and download Animal 
farm. Read or listen to the novel. You could also 

watch the film online.

We will be notified when 
you download the text.

F3 Research the Elizabethan period. What were 
their customs? How did they live? What 

problems did they face? What past times did 
they enjoy? Create a powerpoint of your 

findings.

Email to your teacher.
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Maths

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 ❖ Research who found or devised the 
coordinate system that we usually use 
(cartesian).

❖ Design a poster about that person and 
how/why they designed the cartesian 
coordinate system.

Hand into your form tutor at 
the start of next term.

F2 ❖ Research what is meant by parallel lines and 
what they must have in common.

❖ Design a poster to show what you have 
found out.

Hand into your form tutor 
at the start of next term.

F3 ❖ Research what is meant by perpendicular 
lines and what they are. What are the 
conditions that two lines that are 
perpendicular must have?

❖ Design a poster to show what you have 
found out.

Hand into your form tutor 
at the start of next term.
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Science

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Research the life and work of Nicola Telsa.
List five facts about Nicola Tesla.
In physics we use ‘Tesla’ as a unit, what does this describe?

Attach work to the assignment on Teams.

F2 Create a poster of the National Grid, showing how;
Electrical energy is generated.
Electrical energy is transported around the country.
Electrical energy is delivered to our homes.
Include information on Transformers!

Attach work to the assignment on Teams.

F3 Take a photo of yourself doing a science investigation. Attach work to the assignment on Teams.
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Geography

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Create a spider diagram to show how you are 
connected to other people and places.

Attach work to the task on 
teams or hand in a paper copy

F2 Create a timeline with at least 10 points on it, 
to describe events in Afghanistan since the year 

2000

Attach work to the task 
on teams or hand in a paper 

copy

F3 Write a brief profile of a migrant - this can be 
from anywhere to anywhere

Attach work to the task 
on teams or hand in a paper 

copy
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History

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 On BBC iplayer, watch "My family, the Holocuast
and Me" and make some notes on the impact 

of The Holocuast.

Attach work to the task on 
teams or hand in a paper copy

F2 On BBC iplayer, watch "Horrible Histories: 
Revolting Russian Revolution". Make some 
notes, including key facts, on the Russian 

Revolution.

Attach work to the task 
on teams or hand in a paper 

copy

F3 On BBC iplayer, watch "Thatcher: A Very British 
Revolution" and make some notes on the key 

points made in the video.

Attach work to the task 
on teams or hand in a paper 

copy
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Religious Studies

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Watch the TED-Ed video 'Would you sacrifice 
one person to save five? - Eleanor Nelsen'. 

Write a 3 paragraph essay on what you would 
do and why.

Attach work to the task 
on teams or hand in a paper 

copy

F2 Research the Christian Genesis story and make 
a poster on each of the seven days.

Attach work to the task 
on teams or hand in a paper 

copy

F3 Use a dictionary to find out the meaning of 
'sanctity of life' and 'quality of life'.

Attach work to the task 
on teams or hand in a paper 

copy
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French

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Watch this YouTube video and make a poster 
about Francophone 

countries: https://youtu.be/LUhJ9x3xcOM

Hand in to your tutor 
at the start of next term.

F2 Pick one of the Francophone countries and find 
out at least 6 facts about it.

Hand in to your tutor 
at the start of next term.

F3 Have a go at this quiz about the flags of 
Francophone 

countries: https://www.geoguessr.com/seterra/
en/fl/2048

Hand in to your tutor 
at the start of next term.

https://youtu.be/LUhJ9x3xcOM
https://www.geoguessr.com/seterra/en/fl/2048
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Art

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Look at the image by William Morris and 
describe the formal elements and elements of 

composition

Email to Mrs Carey

F2 Learn how to write your name using Japanese 
symbols.

Challenge: Try writing it using water colours.

Take a photo of your work and 
email to Mrs Carey

F3 Follow this link at watch the video for this 
photography challenge.

Photo Challenge: Frames | Tate Kids

(Try using Photofox app to edit your photos)

Put your photos into 
PowerPoint and email to Mrs 

Carey

William Morris –
The Strawberry 
Thief

https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/make/art-technology/photo-challenge-frames
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STEM

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 We will be working with metals. What does it 
mean if a metal is Lustrous?

Notes and images

F2 Watch a You Tube video on how we make steel Note the name of the video

F3 Re-design the look of a mobile phone and be 
creative. We are designing phones and they 

mostly look the same so see if you can design 
different styles.

Sketches
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Music

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 What do you know about Blues music?

Listen to the following piece and make notes on 
the music.

Robert Johnson- Crossroad - YouTube

Send to Mr Draper via Email.

F2 Name three composers from each of these 
historical music eras.

Baroque
Classical

Romantic

Send to Mr Draper via Email.

F3 Find out what a jingle is and what they are used 
for.

Find three different examples.

Send to Mr Draper via Email.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yd60nI4sa9A
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Computing

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Create a game in Scratch OneDrive

F2 Take photographs of a Website that has a very 
poor design and a navigation system that is very 

difficult to use.

OneDrive

F3 Create a short video to explain how we use Wifi
and what benefits it has over a wired Ethernet 

connection. OneDrive
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Drama

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Draw a story board for a piece of drama that 
you have created.

Hand in to 
Mrs Churches at the start of 

next term.

F2 Write a review of your own or another groups 
performance.

Hand in to 
Mrs Churches at the start of 

next term.

F3 Make a matching card game around drama 
skills.

Hand in to 
Mrs Churches at the start of 

next term.
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Physical Education
Task 

Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Use the Commonwealth Games Schedule below for 
Beach Volleyball. Select a game to watch on the 

BBC coverage.
Complete an after-game analysis highlighting 

the score, skills that you saw (shots that can be 
played). Bullet point 3 rules that you learnt about 

volleyball.

Email your game analysis 
on a word document to 

Miss Hanson by Friday 9th 
September 2022.

F2 Do any form of physical activity that you want 
to (EG: Go for a walk or run, play football with 
your friends). The physical activity should last 

20 minutes. Take some pictures along the way 
as evidence.

Email your pictures to 
Miss Hanson by Friday 9th 

September 2022.

F3 Read the definitions below of components of skill 
related fitness.

Select a professional sports person in basketball, 
netball, hockey or football and explain what 

components of fitness they would need and why. 
Bonus points for identifying a skill in that sport that 

shows the component of fitness.

Email your answers on a 
word document to Miss 

Hanson by Friday 9th 
September 2022.

Don't forget to identify your 
professional athlete.
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PHSE

Task 
Number

Task Title How to submit the work

F1 Watch these short clips for KS3 on 1st aid Dr 
Emeka’s Essential First Aid - BBC Teach

Write a short summary of each clip that you 
could use to teach someone in your tutor group 

in September

Hand to your form tutor

F2 Watch 'Who pays for schools and hospitals' 
using this link PSHE KS3 / KS4: Financial Literacy 

- BBC Teach
Create a PowerPoint that explains who pays

Hand to your form tutor

F3 Watch these clips about 'the colour of my 
skin' The Colour of my Skin - Real stories of 

racism in the UK - BBC Teach
Pick ONE story and create a pen portrait of that 

person

Hand to your form tutor

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/pshe-ks2--ks3-dr-emekas-essential-first-aid/zhtq8hv
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/pshe-ks3--ks4-financial-literacy/zkh8cqt
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/the-colour-of-my-skin/zhnshcw

